Disruption of Orbitofronto-Striatal Functional Connectivity Underlies Maladaptive Persistent Behaviors in Alcohol-Dependent Patients
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Objective Alcohol dependence is characterized by persistent alcohol-seeking despite negative consequences. Previous studies suggest that maladaptive persistent behaviors reflect alcohol-induced brain changes in the cortico-striatal-limbic circuit.

Methods Twenty one alcohol dependent patients and 24 age-matched healthy controls performed a decision-making task during functional MRI. We defined the medial orbitofrontal cortex (mOFC) as a region-of-interest and performed seed-based functional connectivity analysis.

Results Healthy controls were more flexible in adapting an alternative behavioral strategy, which correlated with stronger mOFC-dorsal striatum functional connectivity. In contrast, alcohol dependent patients persisted to the first established behavioral strategy. The mOFC-dorsal striatum functional connectivity was impaired in the alcohol-dependent patients, but increased in correlation with the duration of abstinence.

Conclusion Our findings support that the disruption of the mOFC-striatal circuitry contribute to the maladaptive persistent behaviors in alcohol dependent patients.
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INTRODUCTION

Addiction is characterized by persistent drug-seeking despite negative consequences and high frequency of relapse. There is growing body of evidence that addicts are less flexible to improve their performances and are prone to make perseverative responses in cognitive tasks.¹ ² Recently, it has been hypothesized that these maladaptive persistent behaviors of addicts reflect drug-induced brain changes that cause modifications in the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC).³ ⁴

The OFC plays a crucial role in adaptive flexible behavior through its unique pattern of connections with crucial sub-cortical associative learning nodes, such as the striatum and the basolateral amygdala.⁵ The OFC and striatum are activated in response to high-incentive rewards⁶ ⁷ and implicated in representing predicted future rewards.⁷ Individual differences in decision-making performances are proposed to be related to the functional integrity of the striatal system, which can distinguish learners from non-learners during reinforcement learning.⁸ Thus, the disruption of the OFC-striatal interactions might account for the maladaptive decision making patterns that characterizes addiction.⁸

Previously, we developed a novel computerized decision-making paradigm and reported that the top-down control of the OFC over the striatum is a critical component underlying individual differences in behavioral responses.⁹ In the present study, we applied a similar paradigm in order to estimate the relationship between behavioral performance and the OFC-striatal circuit in patients with alcohol-dependence. We hypothesized that the OFC-striatal functional connectivity should be altered and thus the top-down cognitive control of the prefrontal cortex on behavior would be weakened in alcohol de-
METHODS

Participants
Twenty-one patients with alcohol dependence were recruited through the Alcohol Dependence Clinic at the Severance Mental Health Hospital, where they were receiving treatment. All patients were required to satisfy DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for alcohol dependence in the absence of past or present history of medical, neurological and other Axis I psychiatric illnesses. Comorbid anxious and depressive symptoms were not considered as exclusion criteria unless they fulfilled DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for a major depressive episode. No patient had a past or present history of psychoactive drug abuse or dependence, except nicotine.

Twenty-four healthy control subjects were matched for age, sex, education and estimated intelligence quotient to the patients (Table 1). General intelligence was estimated using the Standard Progressive Matrices.\(^9\) This study was carried out

Table 1. Demographic characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Alcohol dependent group (N=21)</th>
<th>Healthy control group (N=24)</th>
<th>t/χ(^2)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (yrs)</td>
<td>32.5±5.6</td>
<td>30.4±3.2</td>
<td>1.500</td>
<td>0.144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (male/female)</td>
<td>12/9</td>
<td>14/10</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (yrs)</td>
<td>15.2±2.3</td>
<td>16.1±1.4</td>
<td>1.468</td>
<td>0.152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated IQ(^*)</td>
<td>103.5±3.8</td>
<td>105.5±4.0</td>
<td>1.583</td>
<td>0.122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol Dependence Scale(^†)</td>
<td>23.1±8.6</td>
<td>1.2±1.9</td>
<td>10.265</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^*\)intelligence Quotient was estimated using the Standard Progressive Matrices (Raven JC, 1936). \(^†\)Alcohol Dependence Scale (Horn et al. 1984)

Figure 1. A: Design of Odd-Even-Pass task. The visual stimuli were presented for 2500 ms and then the screen asked to choose between odd, even or pass within 1500 ms. Each response was immediately followed by a feedback and inter-stimulus interval was jittered from 1000 ms to 6000 ms. B and C: Behavioral performance. Pass responses (B); Reaction time (C).
under the guidelines for the use of human participants established by the Institutional Review Board at Severance Mental Health Hospital, Yonsei University. Following a complete description of the scope of the study to all participants, written informed consent was obtained.

**Stimuli and experimental design**

Figures of coins were used as visual stimuli, which were presented through nonmagnetic goggles. The visual stimulus was presented for 2000 ms (evaluate phase) and then the participants were asked to guess whether the total number of coins was 'odd' or 'even' within 1500 ms (response phase) (Figure 1A). In addition to 'odd' and 'even', the participants were instructed that they could select a third option 'pass' in order to move on to the next trial without any gain or loss. Each response was immediately followed by a feedback (i.e., gain or loss one point).

The behavioral task was composed of two conditions: 1) a certain condition, in which the total number of the coins was two or three, so that the participants could easily guess the correct answer with little effort; 2) an uncertain condition, in which several coins were overlapped and the borders were blurred, making it impossible to exactly assess the correct number. The uncertain trials were designed to provoke a prediction error between the expected reward (at least a fifty-fifty chance) and the actual reward, which was predetermined by the computer to be fixed at 25% regardless of the participant's responses. We examined how long it took the participant to adapt a new behavioral strategy (i.e., make use of the alternative pass option). The task was composed of 40 certain trials and 80 uncertain trials, which were presented in a pseudo-randomized order. The inter-stimulus interval was jittered between 1000 and 6000 ms. We divided the task into four blocks (10 certain trials and 20 uncertain trials) in order to analyze the behavioral responses.

**Image acquisition and analysis**

Functional images were acquired on a 1.5T GE scanner by using a gradient echo EPI sequence (TR=2.5s for the task session and TR=2s for the resting session; TE=14.3 ms; flip angle=90; field of view=240 mm; 64×64×30 matrix with 3.75×3.75×5 mm spatial resolution; 30 axial slices; and slice thickness=5 mm). A high resolution anatomical dataset was obtained for each subject by using a fast spoiled gradient echo sequence (TR=8.5s, TE=1.8 ms; flip angle=12; field of view=240 mm, 256×256×256 matrix with 0.94×0.94×1.5 mm spatial resolution, 116 axial slices, and slice thickness=1.5 mm). The fMRI data were preprocessed using the Analysis of Functional Neuroimage program (AFNI) (Cox 1996). The first 7 time points in all the time series data were discarded. The rest of the data were performed slice timing correction, motion correction of all slices within a volume, and mean-based intensity normalization to convert the data from arbitrary intensity units to units of percent signal modulation. Further processing included spatial smoothing (Gaussian filter with 8 mm full-width at half-maximum (FWHM)). Spatial normalization was performed to transform Talairach space using Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) N27 template provided in AFNI (bilinear interpolation, spatial resolution: 2×2×2 mm).

The response to each stimulus category (certain and uncertain) compared with the fixation baseline was calculated using multiple regression. All areas that showed a response to any stimulus type were included in the analysis. The impulse response function to each stimulus category was estimated with 2.5 sec resolution using deconvolution.11 A separate regressor was used to model the response in each 2.5 sec period in a 15 sec window following each stimulus presentation. With two stimulus types, this resulted in 14 regressors of interest (each consisting of a series of delta functions) resulting in an estimate of the response to a single stimulus of each type with no assumptions about the shape of the hemodynamic response. The response magnitude to each stimulus type was calculated by summing the beta-weights of the regressors from the 3rd through the 6th second of the response (capturing the positive blood-oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) response but not any poststimulus undershoot).12 For each subject, the regression model provided a single estimate of the response to each stimulus type in each voxel. One-sample t-tests were performed in order to determine which brain regions showed increased activity for contrast uncertain > certain.

**Regions of interest (ROI)**

We performed the analysis of covariance with the activities of conditions (uncertain>certain) and behavioral measures (total number of pass responses) as covariates in order to identify an OFC region as a seed for functional connectivity analysis. We used an uncorrected threshold of p<0.001. The right medial OFC (mOFC; x, y, z=8, 40, -5) demonstrated increased activities during the uncertain condition in contrast to the certain condition. We selected the right mOFC as the region of interest and used it as a seed region for functional connectivity analysis.

**Functional connectivity analysis**

For the connectivity analysis, the preprocessed fMRI data were temporally band-pass filtered (0.01-0.08 Hz) to reduce low frequency fluctuation of the signal in the BOLD for a functional connectivity analysis.13 The reference time series during the task session were extracted respectively by averaging time series from voxels in the subject-specific ROIs, which
had been extracted from the ANCOVA analysis. The functional connectivity maps of the orbitofrontal seed (Supplementary Figures 1 and 2) were obtained by a correlation analysis being conducted with the reference time series and time series from the rest of the brain, which correlation coefficients were converted to z-values representing functional connectivity strength with the orbitofrontal seed using Fisher’s Z transformation (two-tailed threshold of p<0.001).14 Then, we defined a right dorsal striatum target from the functional connectivity map in order to calculate the mOFC-striatal functional connectivity strength in each participant.

Behavioral analysis
The number of pass responses per block (20 uncertain trials) was the dependent measure in the repeated measures of analysis of variance, with diagnosis as a between-group factor and block as a within-group factor. In addition, Pearson’s correlation test was performed between the functional connectivity strength and behavioral responses (total number of pass decisions). Statistical analyses were conducted by using SPSS (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) with two-tailed p<0.05.

RESULTS

Behavioral measures
The number of pass responses increased as the uncertain trials repeated in the healthy control group. In contrast, the alcohol dependent group persisted to guess between odd and even. There were significant effects of group (F=13.366, df=1, p=0.001) and block (F=7.284, df=3, p<0.001) on the number of pass responses. In addition, there was a significant group-block interaction (F=3.263, df=3, p=0.024) (Figure 1B). There was no significant difference between the two groups in the mean reaction time (F=3.234, df=1, p=0.079) (Figure 1C).

Functional connectivity map during the task session
The alcohol dependent group and the healthy control group demonstrated distinct functional connectivity maps of the mOFC during the task. In the healthy control group, activities of the mOFC demonstrated significant correlations with activities of the amygdala, ventral striatum and dorsal striatum (Figure 2A). In contrast, there were significant correlations between the activities of the mOFC and the ventral striatum and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in the alcohol dependent group (Figure 2B).

Correlation between behavioral response and functional connectivity strength
The mOFC-dorsal striatal functional connectivity strength significantly correlated with the number of pass responses in the healthy control group (Pearson Correlation=0.420, p=0.041; Figure 2C). In contrast, there was no correlation between the mOFC-dorsal striatum functional connectivity strength and pass responses in the alcohol dependent group (Pearson Correlation=-0.083, p=0.720).

![Figure 2. Functional connectivity of medial orbitofrontal cortex. The medial orbitofrontal cortex (mOFC) showed significant correlations with the amygdala, ventral striatum and dorsal striatum in the healthy control group (A). The mOFC showed significant correlations with only the ventral striatum in the alcohol dependent group (B). There was a significant correlation between the mOFC-dorsal striatum connectivity and the number of Pass responses within the healthy control group (C).](image_url)
Correlation between duration of abstinence and functional connectivity strength

The mOFC-dorsal striatal functional connectivity strength showed a correlation with the duration of abstinence in the alcohol dependent patients (Pearson Correlation=0.470, p=0.049) (Figure 3).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we investigated the interconnected prefrontal and subcortical systems involved in adapting an alternative behavioral strategy. Our study revealed that the mOFC-dorsal striatum functional connectivity correlated with the tendency to adopt an alternative strategy in order to avoid high-risk uncertain situations. The mOFC-dorsal striatum functional connectivity was impaired in alcohol dependent subjects, who exhibited maladaptive persistent responses.

Persistence can be defined as the tendency to maintain a goal-directed behavior despite frustration, fatigue, and intermittent reinforcement. Persistence can be viewed as industrious, determination, and ambitiousness; however, when the contingencies change rapidly, persistence can be rigid and maladaptive. Persistence must be distinguished from perseveration, i.e., repetition of behaviors that are not obviously goal-directed, which is related to impairments in set-switching and task switching. The mOFC-dorsal striatum functional connectivity was associated with switching strategies, whereas the mOFC-ventral striatum functional connectivity was related to persistent responses. Based on these findings, we speculate that the mOFC-striatal functional connectivity represents the top-down control of the prefrontal cortex over the striatum in action selection.

Decision making must consider both probability and the magnitude of each outcome. The dorsal striatum has been reported to encode information related to probability, whereas the ventral striatum has been consistently linked with processing information related to magnitude. The diverse functional connectivity among these components should contribute to the individual’s differences in decision making. We speculate that the individuals with stronger functional synchrony between the mOFC and dorsal striatum were more guided by the probability of reward, which was predetermined at 25%, and therefore adopted Pass as an alternative strategy to avoid the high-risk uncertain trials.

The striatum plays a crucial role in decision making, being involved not only in action selection but also in action evaluation. Our findings are consistent with the actor in actor-critic model of instrumental conditioning. The actor-critic model proposes dissociable roles of the dorsal and ventral striatum: the dorsal striatum, as the actor, being critical for performance and the ventral striatum, as the critic, being important for learning. The OFC is proposed to moderate the interaction between the dorsal and ventral striatum. With regard to the actor-critic framework, substance-induced changes are proposed to interfere encoding in the ventral striatum, which result in abnormally strong initial learning and failure to change behavior. The dysfunction of the critic (ventral striatum) explains the increased impulsivity and sensitivity to reward magnitude in alcohol dependent subjects.

The mOFC-ventral striatum functional connectivity was exhibited in both groups. It noteworthy, however, that the mOFC-ventral striatum functional connectivity correlated with behavioral performance only in the healthy control group, but not in alcohol dependent group, which likely indicates that the mOFC cognitive control over the striatal system was impaired in patients with alcohol dependence. The functional connectivity strength demonstrated correlation with the duration of abstinence in alcohol dependent patients. These findings are in line with the structural and metabolic neuroimaging studies that reported recovery of cortical grey matter and impaired frontal glucose metabolism in detoxified alcoholics.

Another important finding is that functional connectivity between the mOFC and the amygdala was observed only in the healthy control group. The mOFC and basolateral amygdala are both implicated in learning representation of outcomes to guide behavior: the basolateral amygdala is critical for forming the representations, whereas the OFC is responsible for maintaining these representations and expressing them through behavior. Accordingly, the maladaptive persistence
of the alcoholics should be accounted by the interruption of the OFC-amygdala-striatum circuitry, rather than arising from discrete lesions in the striatum. On the other hand, the functional connectivity between the mOFC and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex probably reflects the recruitment of additional brain regions in order to compensate for the impaired executive control in alcohol dependent subjects.27,28 The disruption of the orbitofronto-stiatal functional connectivity is not a specific finding of alcohol dependence, but also reported in other psychiatric diseases, such as obsessive compulsive disorder and depression.29,30 However, recent studies have reported that repeated episodes of detoxification from alcohol withdrawal are associated with decreased functional neural connectivity and increased vulnerability to emotional stress.31 Stronger functional connectivity between OFC and midbrain were found in abstainers compared with subsequent relapers.32

There are some limitations to this study that preclude definitive conclusions. Our subjects were alcohol dependent patients still under treatment. Most of the patients were taking anti-craving agents and short-acting benzodiazepine medication for insomnia. The functional connectivity strength should have been influenced by confounding factors associated with the medication. In addition, four patients had been abstinent from alcohol drinking less than 10 days. It is hard to rule out the effect of withdrawal symptom on the behavioral performance as well as the functional connectivity strength in these patients.

In summary, the top-down cognitive control of the mOFC over the striatum appears to be a critical component of decision making and underlies the individual differences in addressing uncertain conditions. The impairment of mOFC-dorsal striatum functional connectivity should contribute to the maladaptive perseverative responses in alcohol dependent subjects.
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